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Abstract

This paper aims at making an inquiry into the ongoing societal effects of the COVID-19 focusing on futuristic dimensions in the post-COVID-19 scenario while taking stock of the expected social changes in the world in general and Pakistan in particular. The main thesis of the subject matter is that the cosmic outreach and destructive nature of this menace have introduced a few extraordinary changes in our social lives. Pandemics, since time immemorial have decimated millions of lives and spread grief, gloom and tribulation all around. The occurrence frequency of pandemics has been on the rise since the last century because of increased global integration, exponential growth in population, mass urbanization, increased mobility and excessive exploitation of the environment. Major pandemics endured by humanity are; plague, smallpox, flu or influenza, cholera, tuberculosis, Ebola and few others. All of these pandemics overwhelmed populations socially and economically, hence COVID-19 being accosted globally is hinting at the evolution of the new normal.
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Introduction

Since the expulsion of Adam & Eve from Garden of Eden, humanity has encountered multiple calamities like; earthquakes, floods, famines, drought, hunger and epidemics. Out of all these catastrophes, pandemics have a global reach for mass human destruction respecting no borders, caste and creed.

Historically, pandemics have been most devastating than any other calamity because of their morbidity and higher mortality rates. During the last century, pandemics that hit humanity included plague, polio, tuberculosis, smallpox and influenza. More recently Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome (SARS), H1N1 “swine” Influenza, Ebola, Middle East Respiratory Syndrome (MERS) and COVID-19 is the latest addition into the list. The most devastating epidemic in history has been Spanish Influenza (1918-1919) killing 20-40 million (estimated) people in its two years of outbreak.

Josep Borrell EU Minister for Foreign Affairs while addressing to European Parliament on 23 March 2020, said:

**COVID-19 will reshape our world. We don’t yet know when the crises will end. But we can be sure that by the time it does, our**
world will look very different. How different will depend on the choice we make today.1

Regrettably, the death toll during the two years of Spanish Influenza was even more than the number of deaths caused by Bubonic Plague (1347-1351) in four years of its outbreak2. Although modern medical science is helping in early detection and control and treatment thus reducing the number of victims yet there has been a steady rise in infectious disease outbreaks over the past three decades3. The outbreak of five pandemics during the last two decades is the highest in number as compared to pandemics of last one century and these are threatening global health, security and social fibre of societies having wider spatial distribution4. Few reasons for the increase in the outbreak of pandemics include; exponential increase in world population, ease in road, sea and air travel, urbanization and the phenomenon of climate change. These factors generously contribute to the transmission of diseases and infectious organisms5 both. Augmented freedom of global mobility of people is a major cause for the spread of diseases. For example, during Hajj over 2 million Muslims travel to Saudi Arabia. Similarly, over 20 Million perform Umrah every year over and above the Hajj pilgrims. About 25 million Shia Muslims visit Karbala (Iraq) annually. Other notable Muslim religious congregations (Tableeghi Jammat assembly) in Pakistan, Malaysia, Indonesia and Bangladesh attract millions of devotees yearly. Annual Christian congregation in Vatican City pulls around 5 million people. These people come from all over the world from different countries and continents giving rise to the potential of major health and infection control problems6.

The outbreak of pandemics can increase morbidity and mortality both over a wide geographic area and can cause significant economic, social and political disruptions. Their frequent resurgence has greatly impacted the societies. This article will examine the social impact of the latest pandemic (COVID-19) on the world in general and Pakistan in particular.

**Viral Eye-View of Pandemics**

The history of pandemics is as old as human civilization and nothing has killed more human beings than infectious diseases. The formally recorded history of epidemics starts from the twelfth century onwards when medical science had made few advancements.
Therefore, it is imperative to have a brief overview of a few pandemics which prevailed in history.

Plague (the disease caused by bacteria carrying rodents) was the 1st disease which became an epidemic and later pandemic in the early 12th century. The deadliest of its type is known as the Bubonic plague or ‘Black Death’ which played havoc to humanity from 1347-1351. The geographic area of its prevalence was mainly Europe including some parts of Asia. It wiped out 30-50% of the European population which is estimated to be 78 million at that time. Though Plague has been completely eradicated from the developed world however sporadic occurrence in Africa still exists.

The next epidemic confronted by humanity was Smallpox which has existed since 1100 BC. This has been claimed by scientists who examined the mummy of pharaoh Rameses V. They determined that Rameses V died in 1157 BC because of Smallpox. This disease caused serious human decimation in the early 1500 in the Americas. The extent of loss of life was over 50% of the population including few native communities of the affected regions. World Health Organization (WHO) conducted a global vaccine administering campaign and eradicated the disease completely from the globe on 9 December 1979.

Cholera is another epidemic which took many lives during the last 200 years. Since then there have been 10 outbreaks of cholera in different regions globally. The most serious outbreak of Cholera occurred in 1881 killing over 1.5 Million people. Though advancements in medical research have helped in controlling disease to an extent yet 1.3 to 4 million cases appear mostly in Asia and Africa causing 21000 to 143000 deaths annually.

Influenza is commonly known as “Flu or Cold” is another pandemic which has a long history of eruptions. Out of many outbreaks in different parts of the world, the one which occurred in 1918 resulted in deaths of alarming proportion. This became known to be Spanish Flu/Influenza as it started in Spain but later spread all over the world. Its estimated mortality was 50 million (5% of the world population) lives. In 1957 and 1968 variants of Spanish Influenza named Asian and Hong Kong Flu respectively erupted globally and killed about 2 million people. Flu has cumulatively wiped out about 3 million people from the face of the earth living in different countries and continents. In 2009,
another flue variant named as ‘Swine Flu’ erupted in different parts of the world killing about 575,500 people\textsuperscript{16}.

Next deadly epidemic which hit the globe was HIV/AIDS (Human Immune-deficiency Virus/ Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome) in 1981. The disease is transmitted through bodily fluids. HIV generally spreads through unprotected sex, sharing of needles for drug use\textsuperscript{17}. As per the World Health Organization (WHO), 75 million people have been infected with HIV and about 32 million people have died\textsuperscript{18} till the end of 2018 since the start of the pandemic.

Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome (SARS) was another flu-like pandemic which started affecting people in Guangdong province of South China in 2002-3. The disease quickly spread to 26 countries infecting 8000 people\textsuperscript{19} before the health professionals realized its severity as it was initially considered as a new form of Pneumonia.

Middle East Respiratory Syndrome (MERS) pandemic appeared in the Arab peninsula in 2012. Few cases of the illness were traced in Saudi Arabia however many infected people were found throughout the Arab world. The disease killed 575 people with 1611 infection cases till 6 November 2015\textsuperscript{20}.

Ebola Virus Disease (EVD) gripped Africa in 2013. It started in Guinea. The virus could develop haemorrhagic fever which was often fatal for humans. The Source of the disease was traced to be wild animals and EVD had a fatality rate of about 50%. The outbreak affected 10 West African countries and killed 11315 people in Liberia, Guinea, Sierra Leone, Nigeria and Mali\textsuperscript{21}.

The latest (ongoing) pandemic is the novel coronavirus COVID-19. It is a respiratory illness which started in Chinese city of Wuhan. After analysing the available information and its spread rate, WHO declared Public Health Emergency of a global scale on 30 January 2020. In a very short span of time, this highly infectious disease spread to almost every nook and corner of the world affecting millions and killing thousands.

**General Effects of Pandemics**

Historically pandemics have been a major source of instigating economic, political and social disruptions for communities. The devastating economic impact of pandemics initiates a cycle of paucity and poverty for the populace. The dwindling demand for goods...
due to shrinkage of population results in forced closures of many large and small production units contributing in the overall economic woes of the countries. In a post-pandemic scenario, labour becomes scarce and expensive. Plague pandemic of 1347 witnessed wiping out of labour force however their subsequent high cost forced landowners to develop efficient mechanized methods for increasing production from their lands. Plague pandemic initiated the colonialization process of different regions by Europeans for grabbing cheap labour and valuable resources. Additionally, plague pandemic hastened the end of the feudal system in Europe prevalent for centuries. The Smallpox pandemic of early 1500 destroyed many native communities facilitating hegemony of the European countries which lasted for over 300 years.

The widespread morbidity and mortality of pandemics have long term social effects resulting in an imbalance in the age distribution of societies because certain pandemics affect specific age groups. The outbreak affects more to the population of less developed countries than advanced countries. Medical infrastructure and wherewithal of advanced states can manage the pandemic emergency more effectively than the poor states.

Pandemics are great challenge for the ruling governments as they are to lead response by making tough decisions. The governments are obliged to provide additional resources for initiating tangible response measures. However, the implementation of response guidelines becomes a real test for the governments. Sometimes response measures like quarantine have sparked violence between state and citizens. Countries having weak institutions and legacies of political instability face increased political temperature and tensions. The role of electronic and social media has become very vital since the last pandemic of SARS. It helps in passing information very quickly and shapes public perception. Weaker and ineffective governments which are unable to handle the situation buckle under the pandemic pressure and loose appeal for their re-election.

Pandemics outbreak result in psychological stress for all segments of societies. Social fibre of societies comes under stretch directly proportional to the mortality rate of the disease. Social relations become subordinate to human survival efforts and behavioral responses of the people also change. The protracted suffering with no end in sight results in escalating worries and distress. Longer incubation period of the disease virus induces more fear, anxiety and distress in the social life of the people.
Figure 1: COVID-19 is less deadly but more contagious than all previous outbreaks this century.

COVID-19 – The Latest Shock

The generalized impact of pandemics has been highlighted in previous paragraphs. Let’s explore how much damage COVID-19 would cause being most contagious of all previous pandemics.

The negative economic impact, being 1st during any pandemic is the mother of all woes in societies. The economic downslide drives all other social changes. To estimate the exact global economic damage from COVID-19 is extremely difficult at this stage as the pandemic is still out of control. However, there is widespread agreement amongst economists that it will cause irreparable loss to world economies. Leading financial experts agree that world major economies will lose at least 2.4 percent value of their GDP during 2020 and annual global economic growth will reduce from 3 percent to 2.4 percent. The loss of 0.6 percent from global GDP of 86.6 Trillion US$ (2019 estimate) means wiping off of 5.2 Trillion US$ from world overall GDP²⁶.
**Figure 2:** Source; Abdul Latif Jameel Institute for Disease and Emergency Analytics, and Department of Infectious Disease Epidemiology, Imperial College London. [https://www.imperial.ac.uk/jameel-institute/](https://www.imperial.ac.uk/jameel-institute/) accessed on 19 April 2020

**Figure 3:** Source; Retrieved from [www.bloomberg.com](http://www.bloomberg.com) accessed on 19 April 2020
International Monetary Fund (IMF) recently forecast that global growth will fall below 2019’s level of 2.9 percent because of the covid-19 pandemic. Since its outbreak, world stock markets around the world have tumbled and businesses have suffered colossal losses. Stock markets may further nosedive if the pandemic remains out of control for a long time.

OECD’s economic outlook shows serious economic growth slowdown in all major world economies especially China. The same is shown in the opposite chart.

International Labour Organization (ILO) estimated that COVID-19 has threatened 25 million jobs and lockdowns will be affecting 2.7 billion (4 out of 5 world’s workforce) workers worldwide. Global unemployment which was about 190 million before the pandemic will double depending on how quickly the pandemic is controlled.

COVID-19 has stressed Pakistan economy like all other international economies. According to Pakistan Institute of Development Economics (PIDE), there will be 15.4-18.6 million job losses particularly for semi-skilled and daily wage earners. Poverty is feared to rise to 125 million people (58.6 percent). Around 2.4% of the Annual GDP will be lost due to COVID-19, which is enough to send the country into a spiralling recession. Another renowned economic analyst predicts that Pakistan’s economy will face loss of up to 4.64 percent in the gross domestic product (GDP) because of disruptions in trade, both in imports and exports after the outbreak of COVID-19.
The economic impact of the pandemic as put forth by another Pakistani think thank is shown in the diagram.

At a global level, the pandemic has challenged the concept of globalization which is an interdependence of nations around the globe through free trade. Interruptions in global
supply chains emanating from China has affected almost all countries. Overdependence on any one country threatens the economic activities in another country without any warning as being experienced. China-centric globalization has invited a lot of criticism since outbreak of the pandemic. Affected countries will certainly reconsider their options in the future. However, the viability of globalization challenges may not affect Pakistan as our industry is mostly local and does not depend on foreign manufacturing partnerships.

COVID-19 & Fresh Worldly Outlook - Impacts

COVID-19 is being characterised as most destructive in nature driving humanity to an uncharted arena. A virus (having a diameter of approximately 60–140 Nano meter\(^3\)), visible through a powerful microscope, has turned the world upside down. It has been concluded by the scientist community that a higher infectious rate of the disease will affect almost every human being present on the face of the globe. For controlling morbidity, countries have sealed their borders and ceased all outdoor activities of their population. Places which used to be teaming with hustle and bustle have become ghost towns facing unprecedented restrictions like lockdowns, cessation of all economic activities; closing of factories, malls, banks, on-campus educational activities, terminating intercity and international rail, road, air & sea travel and imposition of ban on mass social gatherings including religious congregations. All these preventive measures resulted in few global social changes in societies at large which will be discussed in ensuing paragraphs.

Before the outbreak of COVID-19, the concept of ‘Working from Home’ was in a state of infancy even in the advanced countries despite having advanced computer technologies. The driving force behind this concept was cost-cutting by not maintaining large office buildings by the companies. This was beneficial for employees as it affords flexibility and saves commuting cost and time without compromising on the efficiency of the system. The most effective countermeasure against the pandemic as proposed by medical professionals was to avoid interaction with others thus working from home became a compulsive option. Therefore, COVID-19 transformed our office working system and we may see wider implementation of the ‘work from home’ concept in the near future as it is a win-win situation for both employers and employees. It is believed that the concept has already saved the unlimited number of jobs which otherwise would
have been lost due to lockdowns and other movement restrictions imposed on the population.

One of the major impacts of COVID-19 has been on the Education System in the world. Pandemic being extremely infectious forced closing of schools and universities. To save the academic year of students, countries started using computer technology for conducting online classes. This experience proved very useful for students and teachers alike. Online teaching and learning will have a long-term impact on the world education system. Additionally, renowned professors and teachers will become globally accessible. The cost of education which has been skyrocketing in recent years will go down because the physical need of campuses will abate. The existing infrastructure of schools and universities can be converted into hospitals or for any other good use as deemed appropriate by the governments.

In the same vein, ‘telehealth & telemedicine’ will become a universal future norm facilitated by advanced technology. Renowned doctors will become available for consultations and advice to ailing patients. Even very complicated surgeries will become remotely possible breaking all geographic barriers forever.

**Online shopping** will become more common in less advanced countries as well. The lockdowns forced everyone to stay at home but goods deliveries through couriers purchased online remained available. This has given confidence to consumers therefore, we may see increased online shopping activities worldwide and at the same time prices may also fall as the cost of doing business especially overheads will tremendously reduce. Another impact will be that all big stores physically exhibiting finished goods will close however, they will maintain small display centres for a few years before completely switching to online business.

**The air traveling industry** may witness another paradigm change. It encountered many changes after the 9/11 event but those were mainly security-related however COVID-19 may bring more stringent health-related checks for the travellers. We will see enhanced measures to prove oneself healthy before boarding flights. Frequent requirements of health certificates and stringent screening on the airports may become a norm in days to come.
Tourism is a huge global industry. It had 8.9 Trillion US$ (10.3%) contribution to world GDP in 2019. It employs 330 million (one in ten) people in the world. Tourism has 5.9% share in the overall Pakistan economy. The massive interruption caused by the pandemic will take a long time to recover. The local economy of tourist attraction areas will be severely affected rendering thousands jobless and poor.

Quarantining is a strict isolation measure imposed by the governments to prevent the spread of disease. It is an age-old proven method which was even exercised during the Bubonic plague and Spanish influenza pandemics of the past. Since the beginning of Pandemic on 11 March 2020 quarantining or isolation is considered a very effective measure against COVID-19 as well. Adoption of this very measure brought the wheel of life to a grinding halt. People have been asked to stay at home for weeks to avert infection. As human is a social animal therefore confinement or freedom curtailment has inimical psychological effects. Noticeable a few are anxiety, depression, cognitive decline, obesity and weakened immune system. Depression and despondency top the list of suffering by people living in forced quarantine (lockdowns) or isolation. The after-effects of prolonged quarantine will be visible in many societies especially in women in times to come. Therefore, mental health specialists (Psychiatrists) will become in hot demand in the future. Physical activity (exercise) for maintaining good health is another aspect which will become more visible in non-sporting societies like ours. Therefore, sports industry will flourish in the future.

Social distancing has become a global lexicon during the pandemic which means that everybody has to maintain one-meter distance from each other to avoid exchanging infection. It is believed that the term ‘social distancing’ should be modified to physical distancing to convey its literal meanings and social interconnection with the help of modern technology be increased. This practice will change the future social outlook of societies making hugging and cuddling as thing of the past. Additionally, personal hygiene standards of the societies will also improve and people will show concern about the cleanliness of the surroundings.

Knowledge of one's movement before and during the pandemic is very important information vis-a-vis spread of the disease. Modern technology can help in tracking one’s earlier movements and interaction with other people through data mining. This electronic tool was very effectively used by Chinese in locating many infected people.
Tracking capability through mobile phone technology has adversely affected public privacy. So it is expected that people will not be able to hide their movements in the future. The tracking capability can be effectively used to monitor the social activities of the people. This may help in tracking offenders and reduce crimes in societies.

The pandemic has exposed the **fragility of human life** by suffocating thousands to death. Humanity despite all medical advancements is a constraint to do anything before the divine decision about life and death. That’s why during the pandemic, augmented religious proclivity was witnessed amongst Christians, Muslims, Jews and others. There is a unity of belief amongst all religions that the COVID-19 pandemic is a God’s fury for not abiding by his guidelines. Special religious services were held for seeking God’s mercy, benevolence and kindness against his wrath. There is a possibility that societies will now have stronger religious orientations however, friction between religious and a-religious groups may become more conspicuous in the future.

The global pandemic response has always been dependent on the availability of correct and timely information. It has become increasingly clear that a fast, effective way to fight pandemic is by sharing correct data for generating integrated response. COVID-19 has compelled the whole world to establish **National Disaster Management Centres** for centralized feedback to the world disaster managing organizations. The improved flow of information has helped in taking timely action for fighting the disease and initiating medical research against the virus. Sharing of information on pandemic through international electronic media was a great bliss. World Health Organization (WHO) started a pandemic devoted TV channel which created awareness and cognizance amongst the masses. National print and electronic media played their role for running campaigns and highlighting precautions against the disease. It is expected that the convergence of media and disaster managing organizations will help societies to beat future disaster more efficiently than ever before. However, people have to act in a responsible manner to avoid ‘information overload’ on social media. The credibility of shared material on social media raised many questions. Stereotyping of people associated with pandemics is one such example.

All perceived social changes as described above are global in nature and will impact Pakistani society as well sooner or later. Early adoption and adjustment with new realities of life will keep us abreast with the rest of the world. COVID-19 has already
reshaped our world and now it depends on us as what choices we make today and to make it a better place we must change ourselves. Therefore, the ultimate solution lies in strategizing combating the coronavirus and effective management of the economic crisis specially to save the jobs and lives of the marginalised segment of our society.

**Conclusion**

COVID-19 pandemic will haunt humanity forever. The losses inflicted by the outbreak will surpass all previous records proving the fragility of the social and economic systems of the world. Economic losses will still be recovered with the passage of time but avoiding loss of life in any such event in the future needs pragmatic planning today. Expected social changes as discussed in preceding paragraphs will change the worldly outlook in the future. It may take some time as there is always inertia to adopt new ways of life however rehearsal for change has already taken place and the new generation will prove quick adopters than the elderlies. Death and destruction are moments of sorrow and grief for the people. When rich and poor see the grim reality of pain together, there’s less polarisation therefore societies are expected to see peace and tranquillity with lesser inter and intrastate armed conflicts and strife. This will be the greatest positive outcome of the pandemic.
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